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Abstract. Continuous and rapid developments in science and technology have
raised a challenge for compliance between the learning content provided by
study programs and (1) the actual state of art in the domains the programs are
addressing and (2) the actual needs of companies that will employ the graduates
of these programs. To achieve such compliance continuously, the digitalization
of learning content (curriculum) engineering could provide supporting tools that
facilitate awareness of incompliance, which is the first step in introducing
changes in the learning content. In this article we discuss how such awareness,
regarding the needs of companies, can be supported by a service system that
monitors the gap between educational demand and offer. The proposed service
system provides possibilities for automatic, semi-automatic and manual analysis
of texts representing the educational demand, versus the texts representing the
educational offer. The implementation of the service system has been
demonstrated, having been applied at university. The experiments showed that
the system can provide valuable information for educational content
development, but its maintenance and incorporation in study process
management and curriculum engineering still require additional research.
Keywords: Educational Content, Monitoring System, Service System, Content
Engineering, Curriculum Engineering, Continuous Engineering.

1 Introduction
Global connectivity, advances in technology, and the necessity to adapt to unpredictable
circumstances, have exposed a complexity of enterprise operation which calls for continuous
enterprise engineering [1]. Curriculum development and maintenance can be viewed as a specific
enterprise in an educational domain, which faces the same challenges as any other enterprise
operating in a global environment. Therefore, the use of engineering methods can also be applied
in this domain. There have been many attempts made in achieving curriculum development
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(engineering) continuity by utilizing data from learning management systems [2]. Such
approaches help to adapt the teaching process to the needs of students. However, the needs of
employers, who expect concrete competences form the graduates, are not less important in
achieving success in curriculum execution. In this regard, the content of curricula has to follow
the rapid and continuous changes in the social environment. The scope and complexity of that
change calls for the use of artificial intelligence tools in curriculum engineering. In [3], the
authors use a back propagation method to see whether a curriculum meets the competencies
expected by the industry. The method assumes that the skills needed are known, however, as
mentioned above, the needs are continuously changing, and the opinions gained at the beginning
of an experiment can be already outdated after a short period of time (e.g., in six months).
In this article we focus on curriculum engineering in university education in the area of
computer science and information technology, where the learning content is expected to
continuously comply to both (1) the state of art in science and (2) current industrial needs,
despite rapid changes in science and industry. A similar situation might also be observed in other
areas of education but their analysis is beyond the scope of this article. The scope is limited, also,
to industrial needs only, and does not consider the compliance between the state of art in science
and university curricula.
For supporting continuous curriculum engineering, we propose an approach that uses
available evidence from internal and external information sources for monitoring the gap
between the required competences (further referred to as “educational demand” and abbreviated
as “edu d”) and the competences a curriculum can provide (further referred to as “educational
offer” and abbreviated as “edu o”). If the gap is not monitored, it can increase, thus causing
economic slowdown, employment problems, and other inconveniences [4]–[7]. To achieve and
maintain the compliance between edu d and edu o, it is necessary to identify and process the
sources of information that can characterize the edu d and o at chosen points of time. For
gathering data about edu d, such information sources as job advertisements, job descriptions, the
results of surveys, professional standards, curriculum recommendations, and professional bodies
of knowledge can be used [8]. For gathering data about edu o, study programs, and course
descriptions can be used as primary sources of information. Continuous monitoring of both the
edu d and edu o, would give an opportunity to timely change the curriculum content and teaching
methods in order to achieve the continuous compliance of the demand and offer.
The rest of the article is structured according to the design science research life cycle [9].
Problem identification, motivation, and objectives of a solution are discussed in Section 2. The
design of monitoring services is presented in Section 3. Demonstration and evaluation of the
services is provided in Section 4, The discussion and conclusions are given in Section 5.
Separate details of this research have been already gradually published in [8] and [10]–[22]
along with the more than five years long concept and software development process. This article
gives a holistic view on the research work done and adds the experience of the use of the
monitoring services after putting them into the operation. To shorten the phrase “compliance
between edu d and edu o”, the abbreviation edu d/o will be used in the remainder of the text.

2 The Need and Possibilities for Monitoring the Educational Demand and
Offer
The problem to be solved will be illustrated here in the context of enterprise engineering [23]
viewing curriculum development and execution as an enterprise. While the need for continuous
improvement and, thus, engineering of enterprises has been well recognized † , practical
implementations of continuous engineering are reported mainly in the domain of information
technologies, where the software product should continuously comply with the ever-changing
†
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needs of a business. Nevertheless, in general, the very aim of continuous engineering enterprise
wide is the compliance between user expectations and products and services provided [24].
When projecting this to curriculum engineering, we arrive at the purpose to have a curriculum
which can continuously comply to the needs of industry. One of the essential problems in
achieving this purpose is the need to continuously be aware of this compliance respecting the
globally changing stakeholder needs for education and, also, respecting internal, bottom-up,
changes in the curriculum introduced in actual delivery of subjects that belong to it. The problem
addressed in this article is illustrated in Figure 1: it is a lack of means to continuously monitor
the compliance between the educational demand (edu d) and educational offer (edu o).

Figure 1. Research problem: how to support continuous awareness of the compliance between
educational demand and educational offer in curriculum engineering

We assume that most of the information that can be used for comparison of edu d and edu o is
represented in different documents that are available internally in a university (or other
educational institutions or units) and on the Web, or in other available storage facilities. We
refer, in this article, to the document as a representation of information, e.g., a curriculum, as a
document, represents information about study courses included in it. A course description is also
a document representing, among other issues, offered knowledge, e.g., in terms of learning
outcomes. Similarly, job advertisements by a company, constitute a set of documents
representing educational demand. Other essential sources of information can be industrial bodies
of knowledge, certification requirements and industrial standards. The above-mentioned
information sources (documents) comprise an amount of information which is hard to check and
analyze both manually and frequently, because they are continuously changing, are available in
very different formats (knowledge, skill, and competence information can be encoded in
unstructured, semi-structured or structured textual documents), and are distributed across
different locations such as the World Wide Web, databases, and other document storage facilities
within organizations [8]. The multidimensional heterogeneity of documents to be considered is a
challenge that should be addressed by the proposed solution for the edu d/o monitoring.
Edu d/o information monitoring would provide valuable information to stakeholders both from
education institutions (teachers, study program directors, and students, etc) and industrial
organizations (employers and employees). These stakeholders can be involved in information
processing activities related to edu d/o information processing. To continuously analyze edu d
and edu o compliance, the monitoring results and related information, including source
documents, should be made available to different groups of stakeholders. Due to the different
approaches in maintaining edu d/o information sources, different implementations of the
information acquisition methods should be available in edu d/o information monitoring. For
instance, course descriptions at universities usually are maintained and stored in databases which
enables automatic acquisition of edu d/o information. As employers usually maintain their job
advertisements in Web sites, special mechanisms are required to make these descriptions
available to other stakeholders, e.g., descriptions could be made available via dedicated
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interfaces or using Web crawlers [25]. In some cases, the human actor’s involvement might be
necessary to feed the monitoring solution, while in other cases, information could be obtained
and provided for further analysis without the involvement of a human actor. Diversity of
stakeholders also is a challenge in edu d and edu o compliance monitoring.
This diversity of stakeholders is complemented by one more challenge: several variants of
potential roles of a stakeholder with respect to the monitoring solution. To characterize the
human actor involvement, the term automation level is used. The following automation levels are
assumed: manual, automatic, and semi-automatic. The manual level stands for an activity that is
performed by a human actor (perhaps, by using some general purpose office software, but not by
the dedicated software application); the automatic level refers to an activity that is performed by
a dedicated software application without the involvement of a human actor; and the semiautomatic level refers to an activity that is performed by the dedicated software application,
where some human actor involvement is necessary, e.g., a human actor should review and adjust
the results obtained by a software application.
Respecting the above-mentioned challenges, the following research goal was formulated: To
develop the edu d/o monitoring system’s model by satisfying the following requirements:
•
•
•

Req. 1: processing edu d/o information with various characteristics (multi-dimensionally
heterogenous information);
Req. 2: involving different types of stakeholders in the system’s operations;
Req. 3: supporting different levels of automation for the monitoring system’s activities.

To fulfill the research goal, the following tasks were defined and performed:
1. To explore solutions for the information source maintenance, structured representation,
retrieval, and analysis regarding the information sources relevant for edu d/o.
Information sources in the World Wide Web and inside the organizations, can be processed
using software solutions, e.g., when gathering the Web content, recommender systems, data
mining, and other solutions [26] can be used. Information processing usually consists of
activities that can be classified in four main groups, namely, information acquisition, analysis,
decision making, and decision implementation [27]. The automation of these activities can
reduce their execution time thus speeding up the achievement of information processing goals.
However, in practice, the full automation of activities is not always necessary or possible [28],
thus leading to the situation where the activities have different automation levels in information
processing [29]. The necessity for different levels of automations applies also to edu d/o
information source maintenance, structured representation, retrieval, and analysis. For this
purpose, such solutions as study management systems for maintenance of study course
descriptions [30], [31], human resource management systems [32], and job advertisement portals
(e.g., Https://www.cv.lv) for maintenance of job descriptions and advertisements are used.
For monitoring purposes, besides the maintenance of edu d/o information sources, the
processing of these information sources, should be performed. To automate the processing of the
sources and to facilitate the common understanding between the stakeholders about the edu d/o
information represented in these sources, specific knowledge structures (structured
representation of knowledge) can be used. Knowledge structures [33] systemize the concepts of
a field of interest (e.g., knowledge, skills, and competences in information technology) and
provide the means to represent edu d/o information in a structured way. Knowledge structures
are suitable for achieving information interoperability [35], [36] between stakeholders and can
serve as a “unified language” [34], which is understood by stakeholders. We found and
experimented with several knowledge structures for representing knowledge, skills, and
competences, e.g., “Computing Classification System” taxonomy provided by the Association
for Computing Machinery (ACM-CCS) [37], European Dictionary of Skills and Competencies
(DISCO) [38], European e-Competence framework (e-CF) [39], and tools and technologies
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defined by the American Occupation Information Network program “O*NET” [40]. A detailed
description of the use of these knowledge structures for edu d/o monitoring is described in detail
in [10]–[14].
As the edu d/o information sources are distributed and maintained by their owners, solutions
are necessary for gathering them into one location to enable further analysis. As most edu d/o
information sources are available on the Web, it is important to note the role of Web crawlers
[25] for information retrieval. When information source documents are retrieved, usually
analysis is performed to extract the concepts of interest (e.g., persons, locations, events, skills
etc. [41]) from these documents. The most popular platforms for this purpose are Apache
Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMA) [42] and General Architecture for
Text Engineering (GATE) [43], which are used in various solutions, e.g., for the extraction of
competence information from the employee profiles inside an organization [44].
2. To explore the structural characteristics of monitoring systems.
The main goal of a monitoring system is to provide the ability for a system’s users to observe
a situation and its changes during a period of time [45]. Monitoring systems in education and other
domains were studied in this research, with the goal to find a foundation for edu d/o information
monitoring solution development, namely, for the potential monitoring system’s structure.
Monitoring systems are used in many domains, e.g., environment monitoring [46], health
monitoring [47], mechanical systems monitoring [48], information technology infrastructure
monitoring [49], media monitoring [50], [51], business activity, and process monitoring [52].
Monitoring systems in the education domain are used mainly for education management
solutions that ensure the monitoring of the execution of study plans [53]–[55]. For the purpose of
obtaining a common description of monitoring systems, we designed a description framework,
which is available in [15] and [56]. The parameters included in the framework are marked in
italics in the further description in this paragraph, where the projection of generic monitoring
systems parameters onto edu d/o monitoring is described. In edu d/o information monitoring, the
object of monitoring is textual edu d/o information sources, which contain unstructured,
structured or semi-structured (data rigidity) textual documents (data source format) generated by
human actors. The monitoring aspect is edu d/o information represented in documents. Data are
provided by virtual sensors (software retrieves the data from data sources) or physical sensors
(human actor retrieves the data). In edu d/o information monitoring (similar to media monitoring
systems) [57], the following monitoring sub-functions are relevant: information retrieval,
analysis, and distribution. Data reading from data bases, Web crawling, data downloading, and
manual data entry into the system are the monitoring methods used in the information retrieval subfunction. As edu d/o information source document analysis is a text analysis task, the information
analysis sub-function includes natural language processing, namely, text analysis and concept
based (i.e., using knowledge structures [10]) information source processing and mapping. For the
information distribution sub-function, similar to other monitoring systems, specialized user
interfaces and portals with search and browsing facilities can be used. Human actors and software
can be involved in the execution of monitoring sub-functions (involved agents).
The framework developed for describing monitoring systems helped us to see that the edu d/o
monitoring system should include the characteristics of several types of monitoring systems,
namely, be able to retrieve data form different types of data sources, because there are multiple
edu d/o information sources, each with its characteristics; be able to handle structured,
unstructured and semi-structured data, because edu d/o information is represented in different
textual documents (unstructured, semi-structured, and unstructured); should include multiple
elements and methods used in internal organization of monitoring systems for data retrieval,
analysis and distribution, because different methods and elements are necessary to process edu
d/o information sources and to achieve the stakeholder goals; both human actors and software
should be involved in monitoring data retrieval, analysis, and distribution, so that activities can
be performed by human actors, software or both, depending on the needs of continuous
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curriculum engineering. The spectrum of identified characteristics gave evidence that the edu d/o
monitoring system should be developed as a service system.
3. To explore the principles of service systems and service composition that are suitable for
developing edu d/o monitoring solution.
The solutions for edu d/o information source maintenance, retrieval, and analysis can be
viewed as services, which, together with available resources (edu d/o information sources and
knowledge structures), form a flexible system, which fosters the achievement of goals of
stakeholders that are involved in continuous curriculum engineering, and also other stakeholders
that could use the results of edu d/o monitoring (e.g., students choosing the courses, employees
selecting the subjects for their enterprises, etc.) Therefore, the edu d/o monitoring can follow the
paradigm of service systems that is focused primarily on interaction between people, technology,
and other internal and external service systems, as well as on the exchange of shared information
between the stakeholders of service systems in order to achieve common goals by service
compositions [58]. A service is the base unit of a service-oriented solution and the service
orientation principles are applied in its design [57]. Services, in a broader sense, are understood
to be activities performed for the benefit of a service system’s stakeholders [59]. However, in
this article, services are understood simply as modular functionality that can be accessed and
combined with other functionalities [60]. If the software is involved in the execution of a
functionality, the term automated service is used. According to automation levels, a service can be
with automation level “automatic” or “semi-automatic”. If a human actor performs the
functionality, the term manual service is used (automation level is “manual”). If the service is
considered at a high abstraction level, then the term “abstract service” is used, whereas at the low
abstraction level the term “concrete service” is used [61]. A concrete service is the implementation
of an abstract service. Automated services and manual services are types of concrete services.
Respecting multiple types of information sources and different stakeholders involved in edu
d/o monitoring, and the necessity of considering the services with various automation levels,
service composition in a service system requires handling a high level of variability.
4. To explore the principles of service systems and service composition that are suitable in
development of an edu d/o monitoring solution.
Many systems are designed with variability in mind, e.g., self-adaptive systems, open
platforms, as well as service systems [62]. The possibility of multiple edu d/o information
management solutions (i.e., services) and their combinations (i.e., service compositions) for the
achievement of stakeholder goals, necessitates the system’s variability handling [63]. Different
means for variability representation [64] and its incorporation in systems’ architecture [65] are
known. Variability in software engineering usually is defined as an ability for software or a
software artifact (e.g., service) to be changed for the specific context [66], [67]. As the monitoring
system is an information intensive system [68], the variability is defined as an ability to change an
information processing unit (i.e., service) to adapt to the specific context or intention.
Feature models are widely used as the means to represent functional variability [64], [69].
Feature models are applied to manage a system’s variability; to document and analyze
mandatory, non-mandatory and alternative features of a system; to ease the communication of a
system’s features to stakeholders; and for the system’s design [70], [71]. When representing
system architectures, the architecture views, which are defined by viewpoints, can be used for
variability handling [72]. Thus, a feature model is suitable for representing the view of a service
system’s functional variability [73]. As the behavior of a service system is determined by service
compositions, the service flows (i.e., the result of service composition) are suitable for
representing the view of a system’s behavioral variability. To accommodate, in the feature
model, all parameters required for the monitoring system, two methods were proposed, namely,
the method for the design of the feature model extended with service types and automation
levels, and the method for the design of service flows extended with service types and
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automation levels based on the feature model. These methods are discussed in the further
sections of this article.
5. To develop an edu d/o information monitoring system model which represents the variability
of the system’s functionality and behavior. The proposed model is presented in Section 3 of
this article.
6. To evaluate a proposed model by implementing a prototype. The implementation and
evaluation of an edu d/o monitoring system’s model is provided in Section 4 of this article
Thus, the main results of fulfillment of tasks 5 and 6 are represented by a generic edu d/o
monitoring system’s model (further in the text, the Generic Edu d/o information MONitoring
system is referred to as GEduMON), and its implementable instantiation (EduMON),
respectively.

3 Generic Edu d/o Monitoring System’s Model (GEduMON)
The generic edu d/o monitoring system’s model is a conceptual model defining the structure,
behavior, and other aspects of the system [74]. It can be considered as the system’s architecture
because the architecture description is the representation of a system, allowing reasoning on the
structure and behavior of the system. The developed generic edu d/o monitoring system’s model
is represented by mutually related sub-models. For simplicity, the GEduMON model is further
referred to as the system’s architecture, whereas the sub-models – as models constituting the
architecture.
GEduMON architecture is developed in two levels, namely, general architecture and detailed
architecture. General architecture defines the framework for the functional structure and
behavior, whereas detailed architecture, based on the general architecture, defines functional
structure and behavioral variability of the views.
GEduMON architecture is represented in Figure 2 and consists of the following components:
1. Base service model for the representation of architecture framework (Section 3.1).
2. Base service flow model for the representation of base service execution sequence, based on
base services (see Section 3.2).
3. The architecture view for the representation of variability of system’s functional structure
based on the base service model using extended feature model (Section 3.3).
4. The architecture view for the representation of variability of system’s behavior based on the
view of system’s functional structure using the representation of extended service flows
(Section 3.4).

Figure 2. GEduMON components
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The components of the architecture were developed gradually. The base service model has
been tailored to different use scenarios of the monitoring system that go even beyond continuous
curriculum engineering (for instance, the use of the system for selecting subjects by employers
was considered). Different aspects of this model are described in detail in [8], [10], [11], [14],
[16], and [17]. The variability aspects of a system’s functional structure and its behavior initially
were discussed in [18]–[22].
3.1 Base Service Model
This section describes the GEduMON base service model (component 1.) of the general
GEduMON architecture. The model is developed respecting the potential goals of different
stakeholders that might be either involved in edu d/o information monitoring or might be
interested in the use of monitoring information. The base service model represents generic
services required for edu d/o monitoring (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Base service model. Highlighted parts of the stakeholder bars point to the stakeholder
involvement in execution of information delivery, analysis, and consumption (usage) activities.

The base services are represented as three service groups (retrieval, analysis, and distribution
services):
• The group of information retrieval services. The services of this group are designated for
delivering source content for analysis and distribution between the stakeholders and/or other
services. Two base services belong to this group, namely, edu d/o information source
document retrieval service and knowledge structure (KS) retrieval service.
• The group of information analysis services. The services in this group are designated for
the identification of edu d/o relevant data in documents and for comparing edu d and edu o
documents. The direct and knowledge structure mediated comparisons (mappings between
edu d and edu o) are possible and are proposed and discussed in [16] and [17]. The services
of this group use the results obtained from information retrieval services.
• The group of presentation services. The services in this group are designated for the
representation of analysis results to the stakeholders in the forms of tables, graphs, and
images. Two base services belong to this group, namely, the service reporting results of edu
d/o information (relevant data) identification and the service reporting the results of
document mapping (comparison).
Three types of requirements were specified to identify the service necessity, possible
variations, and execution sequence: mandatory requirements ultimately to be fulfilled for
achievement of stakeholder goals (e.g., continuous availability of information about edu d/o);
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possible variation requirements defining possible variants of base services; and service execution
requirements defining the execution prerequisites of base services and their variants.
The potential involvement of stakeholders in the execution of services is represented at the
right side of Figure 3. We can see that the largest involvement is expected in the consuming
activity. But, to perform this activity, the retrieval and analysis activities should be performed.
Stakeholder involvement in edu d/o monitoring activities determines the involvement of
stakeholders in EduMON base services, e.g., teacher involvement in analysis activity, which
means that the teachers could be involved in the execution of EduMON base services aiming at
edu d/o information identification and edu d/o information source document mapping.
3.2 Base Service Flow Model
Based on requirements stated for the base services, the base service flow model was constructed
for achieving the stakeholder goals (Figure 4). This model represents the monitoring system by
abstracting from the variability of the system’s behavior.

Figure 4. GEduMON base service flow model

Each service in the flow model can be executed only if the necessary resources exist, namely,
the documents or knowledge structures are reachable; or the inputs that are the results from the
execution of other services are available. Variability in the GEduMON base service flow is
possible. Besides the variants of each base service, the implementation variants exist as well.
Therefore, the GEduMON base services flow can have multiple alternatives, which are
determined by the flows of service implementations or concrete services. To define concrete
service flows, the view of variability of the system’s functional structure, in the architecture, was
defined, based on which method for service composition was proposed (these are described in
Section 3.3 and Section 3.4).
3.3 Functional Structure Variability Model
For the representation of variability in the edu d/o information monitoring service system, the
extension of a feature model was proposed that enables the showing of abstract services, namely,
service groups (i.e., variation points) and corresponding to those services (i.e., variants), as well
as the concrete services or implementation variants of abstract services, which are characterized
by automation levels. The developed feature model is described in detail in [21] and [22].
Abstract services in the feature model are represented as variation points in rectangular boxes,
whereas the concrete services are represented as rounded boxes (Figure 5). The variation point is
the point in the system where the choices have to be made as to which variants to use [67]. A
variant is an option in the variation point. Concrete services implement abstract services, therefore,
they are called “implementation variants of services”. Abstract services are denoted as Si, whereas
concrete services as Si{A,M,SA}, where the upper index points to the service automation level. Both
for abstract and concrete services, the bottom index is used for identifying the number of a service.
The main benefits of the feature model, extended by service types and automation levels, are
the following: (1) the possibility, even before service composition, of clearly identifying services
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where human actor involvement is necessary (namely, services with M and SA automation levels
in Figure 5) and (2) the possibility, in service composition, of identifying the transition between
services with different automation levels.
Using the extended feature model, a viewpoint [73] for variability of the system’s functional
structure is defined. Based on this viewpoint, the appropriate view of GEduMON is developed.
The viewpoint also defines service relationships with other models in the monitoring system’s
architecture. Thus, the relationships with the GEduMON base service model are identified,
meaning that the abstract services of the feature model should correspond to the GEduMON base
services and their variants.

Figure 5. Feature model representing the view of GEduMON functional variability. 1. – service group
level, 2. – base service level, 3. – base service variation level, 4. – implementation variants level.

3.4 Behavior Variability Model
Based on the general GEduMON architecture (the 1st level in Figure 2), the detailed architecture
consisting of models of functional structure (discussed in Section 3.3) and behavior variability
was developed. This section presents the behavior variability model, the goal of which is to
specify the system’s behavioral variability in alignment with the functional structure variability
model. The service flows extended with service types and automation levels are used to define
the viewpoint and the corresponding view for the variability of the system’s behavior. In this
viewpoint the relationship to the GEduMON functional variability model is identified meaning
that the abstract services and concrete services of service flows correspond to the abstract and
concrete services and the relationships presented in the GEduMON feature model. The Intention
Oriented Service Composition (IOSC) method was proposed for the alignment of the system’s
functional structure variability with the system’s behavioral variability (this method initially was
presented in [21]). The IOSC method is applicable for service composition (i.e., the arrangement
of services in the service flow) using the extended feature model, namely, its abstract and
concrete services and the relationships between them. Thus, the extended feature model
(discussed in Section 3.3) should be available to create concrete service flows for
implementation of an intention-oriented service. The result of the usage of the IOSC method in
GEduMON, allows us to analyze the system from the behavior variability viewpoint, by
providing the ability to compose flows of services with various automation levels. By analyzing
service flows we can directly identify the transitions and alignment of service interfaces, which
is important when deciding on implementation of services and transitions between them.
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The next section discusses concrete implementations of the GEduMON model, namely, a
software prototype presented as the EduMON portal used at a university. For implementation
purposes, the GEduMON functional variability model was extended with concrete services and
the IOSC method was used to construct the concrete service flows, implementing intentionoriented services, which constitute the monitoring system’s behavior variability model.

4 Implementation and Evaluation of the GEduMON Model
This section demonstrates the GEduMON service groups by implementing them in a portal
that is used for monitoring edu d and edu o (sub-Section 4.1). The section also provides a brief
evaluation of the results of implementation (sub-Section 4.2) and gives a retrospective
consideration about the use of the implementation in years 2015–2021.
4.1 Implementation
The GEduMON model presented in the previous section was defined as the architecture of a two
level edu d/o information monitoring system. The system’s general architecture (the 1st level in
Figure 2) consists of the base service model and the base service flow model. The system’s
detailed architecture (the 2nd level in Figure 2) is based on the general architecture and consists
of the functional and behavioral variability models. According to the developed GEduMON
functional structure and behavior variability models, the abstract services were implemented and
integrated in a unified system EduMON, thus, demonstrating the viability of service composition
and promoting the tackling of edu d/o monitoring problems.
Manual services were implemented as manually executable activities, the results of which were
made available for other services in the monitoring system, by entering these results into the data
base through the user interface input forms or by transforming them to formats acceptable of the
system’s other services. Automatic services were implemented as software components, integrated
libraries or as integrated services provided by third-party service platforms.
The GEduMON functional structure variability model presented in Section 3.3 was extended
with concrete services, thus obtaining the functional variability model. This model, implemented
as EduMON portal, is represented in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Feature model representing the view of EduMON functional variability. Concrete services are
shown at level 4. Implemented concrete services are highlighted with the more intensive color.
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The EduMON behavioral variability view consists of intention-oriented service flows.
Intention oriented services are formulated using the abstract services from the system’s feature
model. For instance, the service that achieves the intention “retrieve documents from Web
resources and get the report of edu d/o information source documents mediated mapping” is part
of the EduMON behavior variability view as represented at the top of Figure 7 (A, 1.a) as IS(1.1.1,
3.2.2). To design the service flows implementing this intention-oriented service, the EduMON
feature model represented in Figure 6 was used and the IOSC method employed. An illustrative
example of the result of the use of the IOSC method, representing the implementing service
flows for the above-mentioned intention-oriented service, is given in Figure 7. More details
about in intension oriented service engineering are available in [75].

Figure 7. Examples of implemented service flows for intention-oriented service IS(1.1.1; 3.2.2)

The EduMON portal provided executable service flows consisting of the following services
(the numbers of the services below in the text correspond to the numbers of the services in the
boxes in Figure 7):
• Service SM1.1.1.1 for manual edu d/o source document retrieval from the Web. A human actor
executes the service by visiting edu d/o information source and retrieving documents. After
the retrieval, the documents are saved, e.g., in text files. To ensure the availability of the
results of this service for other services, in EduMON, the user interface input form is
implemented for entering them into the EduMON database.
• Service SM1.2.1 for manual knowledge structure retrieval. A human actor executes the service
by visiting Web or other resources, where the knowledge structure of interest is reachable,
and is retrieving this knowledge structure. After its retrieval the knowledge structure is
saved, e.g., in the text file. To ensure the availability of the results of this service for other
services, in EduMON, a special transition between the services is implemented, namely, the
knowledge structure is transformed to the format acceptable for other services.
• Service SA2.1.2.2 for mediated edu d/o information identification by using Apache UIMA
platform. The service is executed by the Apache UIMA ConcepMapper [76] text analysis
engine with the configuration adapted to enable the identification of knowledge structure
elements in the documents. As the result of mediated edu d/o information identification, the
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vector of knowledge structure elements (represented in the document) is created. The details
of this service are described in [13] and [77].
• Service SA2.1.1.2 for direct edu d/o information identification by text indexer and service
SA2.2.1.1 for direct edu d/o information source document mapping by text search. These
services use text indexing and the Lucene search software library [78]. This library is
integrated into the EduMON portal and it is used to perform the analysis of the edu d/o
source documents and to create the text index, and then to perform the search and
comparison (i.e., document mapping) within this index.
• Service SA2.2.2.1 for mediated edu d/o information source document mapping by using the
vectors of knowledge structure elements and Cosine [79] similarity metric. The details of
this service are described in [10].
• Presentation services for reporting:
- Services SA3.1.2.1 and SA3.1.2.2 for reporting the results of the mediated edu d/o
information identification via the user interface (UI) and by exporting them to CSV file
format.
- Service SA3.2.1.1 for reporting the results of the direct edu d/o information source
document mapping via UI.
- Services SA3.2.2.1 and SA3.2.2.2 for reporting the results of the mediated edu d/o information
source document mapping via UI and by exporting them to CSV file format.
4.2 Evaluation of the GEduMON Model
According to the design science research methodology the developed GEduMON model is the
artifact. Analytical, experimental, testing, and descriptive methods can be used to evaluate
artifacts [80]. Two of these descriptive methods, informed arguments and scenarios, were used to
evaluate the GEduMON model. Information about the structure of the GEduMON model is used
to make arguments about its suitability to the tackling of edu d/o information monitoring
problems. For evaluation of model quality [81], usability of the model was evaluated by
checking the model’s conformance to requirements defined when stating the goal of the research
in Section 2. The GEduMON model’s practical utility was evaluated with scenarios, i.e., the
EduMON portal usage scenarios were designed for demonstrating its utility.
4.2.1 Usability of the GEduMON Model
The GEduMON model was suitable to develop functional structure and behavioral variability
models of the concrete monitoring system, namely, the EduMON portal, i.e., the proposed
functional structure and behavioral variability models were usable to implement the software
prototype (Figure 8).

Figure 8. User interface of the EduMON portal
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The EduMON portal was designed and implemented by extending the GEduMON functional
structure and behavior variability models with concrete services. The services for knowledge
structure retrieval, edu d/o information source document retrieval, direct and mediated edu d/o
information identification and document mapping, and the services for presenting the results of
the identification and mapping were implemented in the EduMON portal. Table 1 shows how the
EduMON portal fulfills the edu d/o monitoring requirements stated in Section 2.
Table 1. Requirements satisfied by the implemented EduMON portal
Requirement

Req. 1

Req. 2
Req. 3

EduMON portal
The services provided by the EduMON portal enable to process diverse types and large amount of
edu d/o information source documents retrieved from different locations (e.g., job advertisements,
course descriptions that are available on the Web and internal databases) and identify the
compliance between edu d/o information source documents. The analysis services can process also
unstructured text documents, which is more complex task than processing structured and semistructured documents.
Multiple stakeholders (e.g., teachers, representatives of companies, system maintainers, etc) can
access the EduMON portal, execute the transitions between services and use the results provided by
the services.
The services with different automation levels are implemented. The implementation variants of
services are represented in the EduMON functional structure and behavioral variability models.

Taking into account that the EduMON portal is designed and developed on the basis of the
GEduMON model, thus, satisfying edu d/o monitoring requirements for processing edu d/o
information with various characteristics, involvement of various stakeholders in the system, and
satisfying the requirements for various implementation variants of activities with different levels
of automation, the GEduMON model was found usable for the design and implementation of edu
d/o monitoring systems.
4.2.2 Utility of the GEduMON Model
The practical utility of the GEduMON model was evaluated by using its implementation – the
EduMON portal, in running two scenarios for the achievement of stakeholder goals, namely, the
scenario of continuous edu d/o source document monitoring and the scenario for continuous
monitoring of compliance between edu d and edu o.
Scenario 1 – monitoring edu d/o source documents. A study program director responsible for
a curriculum wants to identify the knowledge demand for the software developers. To achieve
this goal, the concrete service flows of intention-oriented service IS(1.1.1.;3.1.2) (Figure 7) was used.
This intention-oriented service, which invokes a number of other services, is predefined for
retrieving documents from the Web resources and getting the report of mediated edu d/o
information identification. In this scenario we used the following service flow: SM1.2.1, SM1.1.1.1,
SA2.1.2.2, SA3.2.2.2, where edu d/o source documents were manually retrieved from the Web,
mediated edu d/o information identification was performed by Apache UIMA (by using 3
knowledge structures – ACM-CCS, DISCO and ONET), and the identification results were
presented by exporting them into CSV file format. Exporting to CSV file format enabled more
extensive analysis of identified edu d/o information in spreadsheet software (e.g., MS Excel or
LibreOffice Calc), where the use of pivot tables is possible.
The knowledge demand for software developers is represented in job advertisements. Thus,
from the job advertisement portal Https//:cv.lv, 85 job advertisements on software developer
positions were obtained manually (EduMON service SM1.1.1.1 was performed; software developer
positions were identified in the advertisements that included text units “developer”,
“programmer”, “software engineer” or “software architect” in the title). After invoking other
services, the identified edu d/o information was represented in the EduMON portal (presentation
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service SA3.1.2.1 for reporting the results of mediated edu d/o information identification via UI),
though, for further interpretation, the results were exported to a CSV file and the analysis was
done using MS Excel spreadsheet pivot table reporting functionality.
The services provided by the EduMON portal supported the reporting of identified edu d/o
information, thus allowing interpretation of the identification results by using pivot functionality
in spreadsheet software. In this scenario, the results of edu d/o information identification in
software developer job advertisements were obtained and interpreted (Figure 8). It was
concluded that 61% of selected job advertisements demand knowledge of the English language,
34% – knowledge of the JavaScript language, 32% – knowledge of the programming language
Java, 31% – knowledge of the data management system MySQL. The experiment was run in
2015. At this time the course on Java was not included in the curriculum, based on the
assumption that teaching some other programming languages gives better long-term results in
terms of students’ software engineering knowledge. Nevertheless, following discussions with the
industry, after a couple of years the curriculum was changed, and Java courses included in it. By
2021 no decline in software engineering knowledge of students has been observed. The
frequency of running such a scenario is not restricted by the EduMON portal, thus the
GEduMON model supports continuous curriculum engineering.

Figure 9. The results of mediated (via knowledge structures) document analysis (Y- axis: the percentage
of job advertisements that include a knowledge structure element represented on the X axis)

Scenario 2 – monitoring edu d/o source document mapping (comparing these documents): A
bachelor level study program’s “Computer Systems” director wants to determine the compliance
of the curriculum courses with the job advertisements posted by the company Accenture Ltd. In
total, 10 job advertisements and 85 study courses were to be analyzed. This scenario was
implemented by concrete service flows of intention-oriented service IS(1.1.1.;3.2.2) (Figure 7). This
service invokes other services for retrieving documents from Web resources and getting the
report of mediated edu d/o information source document mapping. In this scenario, we
considered the service flow where edu d/o information source documents were manually
retrieved from the Web, mediated edu d/o information identification was performed by Apache
UIMA, mediated edu d/o information source document mapping was performed by using
knowledge structure element vectors, and the result of the mapping was presented by exporting it
to a CSV file. The report of the results of mediated edu d/o information source document
mapping, represented via UI of the EduMON portal, is shown in Figure 9.
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The report represented in Figure 9 did not provide extended analysis of mapping results. To
perform detailed mapping analysis, the service for exporting results to a CSV file was used.
Then, using spreadsheet software and pivot table reporting functionality, the mapping results
were analyzed to see exactly which knowledge structure elements of advertisements were, or
were not, covered by which courses of the curriculum.

Figure 10. Fragment of the result of EduMON presentation service – the compliance between courses of
“Computer Systems” curriculum and Accenture Ltd. job advertisements

Services provided by the EduMON portal supported continuous representation of the results of
edu d/o source document mapping (comparison), thus allowing the continuous interpretation of
these results by using pivot reporting functionality in spreadsheet software.

5 Discussion and Conclusion
Today, curriculum development and maintenance, as does any enterprise, faces the necessity for
continuous adjustments to comply with industrial needs and scientific advances. Therefore, in
the era of artificial intelligence, continuous curriculum engineering becomes an achievable target
for modern educational institutions. Continuity in engineering implies availability of means for
monitoring the objects of interest in order to identify the need for changes. This article shows
how a system for monitoring compliance between educational demand and offer can be designed
and implemented. The system was implemented by 2015 and showed high utility. However, its
usability gradually deteriorated, due to changes in the software platforms that were used in its
implementation and, also, because of a relatively high amount of manual work which was
necessary to use and maintain the system.
The system was designed to be flexible, because of diversity of document types to be
processed and variety of potential stakeholders. It was also accepted that not all tasks will be
possible to run solely by software components. Therefore, three modes of service execution
(manual, semi-automatic, and automatic) were introduced in the proposed generic monitoring
systems (GEduMON) model. While all these modes were important in running the monitoring
system’s prototype EduMON, the establishment and maintenance of interfaces between the
services of different modes were perceived as time consuming and monotonous functions.
Therefore, in their further development, attention should be paid to possibilities of automating
these functions to a higher extent. Nonetheless, the concept of a monitoring system, as a service
system, proved to be correctly chosen, because the EduMON portal could be used with a high
degree of flexibility, thus supporting the needs of continuous curriculum engineering.
As the spectrum of source documents for monitoring is not restricted, the documents from
scientific databases can also be processed by the monitoring system, thus providing a possibility
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to monitor curriculum compliance, not only against industry needs, but also the advances in
scientific areas that are relevant to the curriculum.
The monitoring of curriculum compliance is just one of the tasks of continuous curriculum
engineering. However, even the fulfillment of this one task requires quite sophisticated software
support as is shown by the GEduMON model. Therefore, we can conclude that, in further
research, the software support for curriculum engineering should be designed on the basis of a
continuous software engineering paradigm that is compatible with continuous curriculum
engineering.
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